Woven Together
By Patti Carey of Patti’s Patchwork
for Quilt Block Mania January 2021
Finished Size: 12″ square
Skill level: Confident beginner
Fabrics used: Northcott’s Toscana #9020 suede-look texture
Fabric
A – dark pink (#9020-270)
B – medium pink (#9020241)
C – pale pink (ground)
(#9020-21)

Cutting Instructions
◊ Cut (2) 4½” x 3½” pieces (1A), (2) 4” x 2½” pieces (2A), (2) 2½” x 2” pieces (3A) and (2) 1½” x
6” strips.
◊ Cut (2) 4½” x 3½” pieces (1B), (2) 4” x 2½” pieces (2B), (2) 2½” x 2” pieces (3B) and (2) 1½” x
6” strips.
◊ Cut (4) 2½” squares (1C), (4) 4½” x 1½” pieces (2C), (8) 2½” x 1” pieces (3C), (8) 1½” squares
(4C) and (16) 1” squares (5C).

Piecing: All seams are ¼” unless noted. Press seams toward darker fabric unless noted.
1. Sew the 6” Fabric A and B strips together in the following order along long edges as
shown: A-B-A-B Press seams toward A.
2. Cross-cut into (4) 1½” sections, arrange in 4 rows as shown and sew together,
pressing seams to one side.
3. Lay a 4C piece face down in adjacent corners on long edge of each 1A and 1B piece
as shown; sew diagonally through 4C, trim ¼” beyond sewing line and press seam
toward 1A/1B.
4. Sew a 2C piece to long triangled edge of each 1A and 1B unit from step 3.
5. Following diagrams at right, repeat steps 3 and 4 with the 2A/2B and 3A/3B
pieces, adding the 5C pieces and the 3C pieces to the 2½” edge.
6. Arrange the units from step 5 with the
1C pieces as shown. Sew a 1C piece to
each 3A/3B unit, then add to 2A/2B unit
to make (2) A units and (2) B units.
7. Arrange the units from steps 2, 4 and 6 in a 3x3 grid as shown; sew into rows,
then sew the rows together.

Visit www.pattispatchwork.com - home of the
awesome E-Z Miter & Lone Star Tool - for more quilt patterns using time-saving efficient
methods. Sign up for the monthly newsletter (link at the bottom of the main page) for quilty goodness and subscriberonly specials. Also subscribe to Patti’s 2-3x/month blog at www.pattispatchwork-blog.com for quilting tips and tasty
recipes. Follow Patti’s Patchwork on Facebook for live tutorials and newsy stuff.
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